
CARADAR
®

Protects you and your vehicle

Positioning
The protected property can be located by the
owner worldwide. In combination with a
Bluetooth-capable mobile telephone,
it also serves as a GPS navigation
system.

Theft
If the protected property is stolen, the owner 
and up to three other numbers (e.g., partner, 
dispatcher) immediately receive a theft notice
with supplemental information. With the help 
of CARADAR prompt action can be taken.

Accident 
All it takes is a phone call or pressing the emer-
gency button, and our dispatch office (24 hours 
a day, 365 days a year) takes over the coordina-
tion of the emergency services (Gold, Platinum).
Because of substantial time savings as a result 
of precise positioning, lives can be saved. 

Breakdown/Emergency
Our dispatch office coordinates further steps in
accordance with the customer’s request and 
notifies the personal physician, other individuals
as requested, and, if required, organizes a 
replacement vehicle or also a hotel room (Gold,
Platinum). Any additional costs are covered by
the integrated Europe-wide mobility guarantee
(Platinum).

CARADAR® was introduced 
at the International Motor Show 
Geneva 2007 and at Swiss-Moto 
2008 as the first of its kind in the world

Where is my vehicle?
CARADAR knows, always!

CARADAR combines a theft protection and se-
curity system in one. The technical features and
the ability to use the system without subscription
charges (Silver) make CARADAR an unrivalled
product in its field – for private customers as 
well as for companies such as construction/agri-
culture, rental cars, armored cars, etc.

The small device installed permanently in a 
vehicle functions worldwide in automobiles,
motorcycles, trucks, ships, etc., and notifies 
the owner of any unauthorized movement or
manipulation of the property. When an alert is
received by the dispatch office, all further steps
are coordinated automatically. The system can
also be used in parallel by the user himself.
Several insurance companies
offer reduced premiums where
CARADAR is installed.



Box and Packages CARADAR®
Price (incl. VAT) Contents Emergency Automatic alert triggered Query/ instruction capability via SMS

Battery when
CHF 1’900.– Box (Triband) Yes Vehicle is moved without Positioning query

Waterproof ignition key
Tracking

Worldwide coverage Battery is disconnected
(ex. Japan/Korea) Query of distance travelled

Rollover/ Wheel theft 
Included: (slope sensor) Garage mode on/off switch 
Antenna Material
SIM CARD Vehicle leaves a defined area Additional functions programmable 
Instruction Manual (e.g., Emergency Button)
for SMS query A defined speed is exceeded > see options

Options
CHF 200.– Emergency Button (SOS) The emergency button triggers an alarm to up to four mobile telephone 

numbers selected by the customer and/or to our dispatch office staffed 24/7
CHF 200.– Bluetooth The System can automatically be used as a navigation system with 

a card-capable mobile phone
CHF 400.– Additional functions Ignition interruption, Alarm system on/off, unlock or lock doors, open trunk, 

(when technically feasible) emergency flashers on/off, heater on/off, horn on/off

CARADAR® Platinum-Package
Subscription Dispatch Office SMS/Internet queries Theft and vandalism Telephone
(Fixed costs) 24/7 and instructions       protection Support
CHF 79.00 per month Yes Yes Yes Dispatch Office

Discount on + Technical 
insurance! Assistance:

0842-No.
Accident, Breakdown and Emergency Assistance

Dispatch office coordinates everything. No additional charges for an occurrence. Costs for replacement vehicle, transportation,
roadside assistance, hotel stay, etc., covered for all passengers by Europe-wide mobility guarantee.

+ All communications costs including queries via SMS and roaming charges (long-distance abroad) covered.
+ Emergency notification to up to four telephone numbers

CARADAR® Gold-Package
Subscription Dispatch Office SMS/Internet queries Theft and vandalism Telephone
(Fixed costs) 24/7 and instructions       protection Support
CHF 30.00 per month Yes Yes Yes Dispatch Office:

Discount on 0842-No.
insurance! Technical Assis-

tance: 900-No.
Accident, Breakdown and Emergency Assistance

Dispatch office coordinates everything. Only additional charges are for costs incurred after an occurrence
Emergency notification to up to four telephone numbers

CARADAR® Silver-Package
Subscription Dispatch Office SMS/Internet queries Theft and vandalism Telephone
(Fixed costs) 24/7 and instructions       protection Support
CHF 0.00 per month No Yes Yes Technical Assis-

tance: 0900-No.
Accident, Breakdown and Emergency Assistance

Emergency notification to up to four telephone numbers

Do you have questions or are you interested in fleet, company or individual solutions?
Phone: +41(0)44 271 80 80 or email info@caradar.ch - www.caradar.ch
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